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Proposed Plan Change 7 has been developed to respond to emerging resource management issues, to give effect to relevant national direction, to implement recommendations from the Hinds Drains’ Working Party, and to implement recommendations in the Waimakariri and Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora (OTOP) Zone Implementation Programme Addenda (ZIPA).
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  (b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition
  - Yes

Submission points

**Point 73.1**

Submission

I oppose this blanket approach to having structures which enable the safe passage of indigenous fish but may PREVENT the safe passage of trout or salmon. All fish are entitled to pass up our waterways, regardless of whether they are endemic, native or valued introduced sports fish like trout and salmon.

New Zealand is arguably the BEST country in the world for trout fishing, and Canterbury has wonderful natural fisheries. The fish which we share with Australia, like whitebait, and which are part of the mahinga kai of Maori, and the fish which we share with Europe, and are part of our European mahinga kai, are equally valuable.

They all belong, and have a place here, just like the people of many races who call Canterbury home. Trout are a part of my cultural heritage, and our pakeha mahinga kai, and connection with these lands, and are also a valued connection to our ancestral lands. Trout and salmon belong here just as much as cows, sheep, dogs, cats and pakeha do.

There are exceptional situations, where trout need to be excluded from the habitat of non-migratory galaid, to conserve rare populations. But this is not an excuse to start to exclude them from general waterways by the design of structures. Places such as the Ashburton Lakes, Lake Coleridge, and the Ashley, Selwyn and Ahuriri Rivers are valued trout fisheries. All Canterbury waterways are precious for their trout, salmon, and native fishes.

Trout, salmon and native fishes have co-existed for 160 years already, and they can and should co-exist moving forwards.

**Relief sought**

4.102

Structures enable the safe passage of all indigenous fish, while avoiding as far as practicable, the passage of any invasive, pest or nuisance fish species, both indigenous fishes and valued introduced sports fish, by:

1. the appropriate design, construction, installation and maintenance of new in-stream structures; and
2. the modification, reconstruction or removal of existing in-stream structures.

Section: Section 4 Policies
Sub-section: Section 4 Policies
Provision
4.102

Structures enable the safe passage of indigenous fish, while avoiding as far as practicable, the passage of any invasive, pest or nuisance fish species by:

a. the appropriate design, construction, installation and maintenance of new in-stream structures; and
b. the modification, reconstruction or removal of existing in-stream structures.